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The Rice Galaxy system is customized to provide rice-specific genomic and genotypic data. Of primary 119 importance is the gold-standard japonica variety reference genome (Nipponbare IRGSP release 1.0) [10] , 120 to which the reference gene models and most of the SNPs published have been anchored. In addition, 121 eight medium to high quality published genomes from various sequencing projects and the respective 122 genome annotations for each are installed as alternative genome builds and are available as drop-down 123 menu choices in Rice Galaxy. These include four high-quality builds from indica-type varieties Minghui 124 63 and Zhengshan 97 [11] , IR 8 (GenBank: MPPV00000000.1), Shuhui 498 [12] , as well as an aus-type 125 variety N 22 (GenBank: LWDA00000000.1), as well as four medium to low quality genomes, two indica 126 (IR 64 , [13] and 93-11, [14] ) and two aus-type rice genomes (DJ 123, [13] and Kasalath, [15] ). While 127 these references were selected to represent diversity, they further represent variety groups that display 128 agronomically important characteristics, such as heat and drought tolerance, disease resistance, 129 submergence tolerance, adaptation to low-phosphorus soil, wide adaptability, good grain quality, 130 aerobic (upland) adaptation and deep roots [16] [17] [18] . Even though these genomes are highly similar to 131 each other, they each contain unique regions (from 12.3 Mbp to 79.6 Mbp) that may harbor genes 132 restricted to these variety-groups [5] . With the availability of several reference genomes, it becomes 133 relatively straightforward to custom design SNP assays that are either of broad utility across varietal 134 groups or specific to single groups. 135
Rice Galaxy includes genotyping data of the 3k RG (such as the 3K RG 3024 accessions x 4.8M filtered 136
SNPs, 440K core SNPs, 1M GWAS-ready SNPs, and 2.3M indels) useful for GWAS, region-specific 137 diversity analyses, and single locus allele mining in the shared data library. 138
Toolkits Built (and detailed discussion of each toolkit) 139

SNP assay design: Lift-over of SNPs from one genome to another 140
SNPs discovered relative to the gold-standard reference genome (Nipponbare IRGSP 1.0, [10]) are 141 commonly used in QTL mapping (either by GWAS or biparental cross). In order to develop robust7 markers associated with the trait of interest, however, a SNP assay that works in the target varietal 143 groups is needed. Consequently there is a need to "lift-over" SNPs from one genome to another (for 144 example from Nipponbare japonica to an indica varietal group represented by IR 64). The workflow is as 145 follows: (1) Get flanking sequences surrounding the target SNP in source genome (the main reference 146 Nipponbare), (2) align these flanking sequences to target genome of variety of interest to verify if it hits 147 a unique region in the target genome of similar location from the source genome, allowing some 148 mismatches but not allowing multiple region hits, and (3) identify the flanking sequences surrounding 149 the lifted-over SNP in the context of the target genome, for SNP assay design. 
GWAS analysis using TASSEL 174
Using this feature, it is relatively easy to construct a genotyping matrix for a subset of accessions from 175 the 3K RG and connect associated phenotypic information to perform GWAS analyses online, with 176 outputs being decorated with various graphical enhancements. For the 3K RG accessions, the subset 1M 177 GWAS and 440K Core SNPs that is usable for GWAS is already available as shared dataset in Rice Galaxy 178 Aside from GWAS with 3K RG datasets, researcher-generated marker and phenotype data (outside of 3K 183 RG) can also be uploaded to Rice Galaxy for GWAS analysis. 184
Genomic selection using Oghma genome prediction tool 185
Genomic selection (GS) is a promising breeding technique with potential to improve the efficiency and 186 speed of the breeding process in rice [24] . With the intent of enabling the GS analysis process used on 187 the 2 datasets in the Spindel et al. to compute R^2 and visualize the accuracy of prediction. These tools both take the true phenotypes and 214 the predicted outputs as inputs (take note that both predictions and phenotypes data must be in the 215 same order), and return the computed R^2 or the scatterplot display of true phenotype vs prediction. 216
Oghma can be used to evaluate a classifier (Figure 6 ). Like the general GS workflow, genotype and 217 phenotype are used as input for any classifier, but the "evaluation" option must be set to 1. Fold for 218 cross-validations are designed through the [fold] tool, which take as input the encoded file. These folds 219 are used as extra argument by the classifier tools. The chosen classifier tool produces a file, which is not 220 a model but the prediction of the test set for each cross-validation. This output is used as input, along 221 with the phenotypes and folds, by [evaluation] , which output some performances index (R^2 and 222 correlation). Although it does give a real indication of performances, trying to predict the training set 223 (i.e. using the same genotype file in the pipeline described above), or at the least, showing if the 224 classifier is not under-fitting the data. 225
We installed several classifiers in Oghma to allow users to test the best one(s) suited for their dataset, as 226 our literature survey shows that no method seems to outperform the others on all genomic prediction 227 tasks. It was noticed that Random Forest was the most accurate and the most stable classifier on Spindel 228 provenance trace) including the version of analysis tools run, the software parameters used, and the 304 data objects produced at each workflow step. This work also targets increased reproducibility of past 305 workflow instances. Missier et al. [38] proposes the "Golden Trail" architecture to describe and store 306 workflow runtime provenance retrieved from Galaxy. The golden trail of provenance that is collected 307 can be used to construct a virtual experiment view of past workflow runs. The four research 308 contributions described further underline the need for the capture of provenance from workflow 309 14 systems. They propose different but equally important uses of data provenance, that is, to facilitate the 310 improvement of science through reproducibility and construction of virtual views of an experiment once 311 it has completed. 312
Our design for Rice Galaxy Open Access (OA) shares similarities with these other techniques, however its 313 end goal is different, which is to advance open access, hence making Rice Galaxy consistent with CGIAR's 314 open access policy. To do this, we focus on each piece of data and information deemed valuable that 315 emerges from workflow runs deemed to be of importance. This particular data and information must be 316 retained and shared with others, while being subject to reasonable restrictions. This is a highly selective 317 approach to provenance capture, and one that makes our work unique. We briefly outline the solution 318
here and identify resources for those interested in pursuing the topic in more detail. 319
The architecture of Rice Galaxy OA ( Figure 10A The resulting system appears to be promising and addresses a number of the recommendations from 333 CGIAR. The Rice Galaxy OA system is a user transparent means of harvesting digital objects from 334 applications and assigning PIDs to scientific outcomes. The architecture is modular and built with default 335 PID information types and metadata using RDA products ( Figure 10A ). Although this proof-of-concept 336 prototype successfully demonstrates the feasibility of this approach, there remains some future work. 337
The community needs to provide feedback on which data and information products are most important 338 to retain and make available. Additionally, not all workflow runs are important to a researcher as they 339 could be system tests or new workflow tests. Thus, how a researcher identifies the items he/she wishes 340 to make available to others and when, remains an important consideration for this system. For more 341 information, points of contact to the team, the underlying software for Rice Galaxy OA, and the link to 342 the prototype server can be found at https://github.com/Data-to-Insight-Center/RDA-PRAGMA-Data-343
Service/wiki/Welcome-to-PRAGMA-Data-Service-Prototype . 344
Rice Galaxy architecture discussion 345
We deployed IRRI Galaxy in an AWS EC2 instance (t2.large instance 2 vCPU, 4 GiB RAM) for the 346 production server deployment in the cloud with Linux Ubuntu release 12.04.2 LTS (GNU/Linux 3.2.0-40-347 virtual x86_64) using Galaxy release 14 as described in the Galaxy documentation. 
